Wunderlich campaign
INTERMOT raffle

The Wunderlich G 310 GS with
the Rallye look!
Wunderlich is raffling off its adventurous BMW G 310 GS at INTERMOT 2018!

Press text and pictures: please click here.
or:
www.wunderlich.de/en/about-wunderlich/press-portal

This prize is a really hot one and a unique opportunity
too! Wunderlich, the No. 1 worldwide for high quality
BMW motorcycle accessories, is raffling off its BMW G
310 GS at this year’s INTERMOT (which will be held
from 3 to 7 October 2018). Anyone familiar with the Sinzig-based company will know that the GS certainly isn’t
a “off the rack” solution. Quite the contrary, in fact. The
coveted entry-level enduro is an exhibition and press
bike which is fully equipped with high-quality Wunderlich
components.
But that certainly isn’t all – and hasn’t been for a long
time. One of the things that makes this highly recognisable motorcycle so distinctively and desirably unique is
its “Rallye” paintwork, inspired by the name of the
machine’s big sister, the R 1200 GS LC “Rallye”. The
machine is worth more than €8,000.00.
“Whether you riding it off-road or in the urban jungle, as
an entry-level, re-entry-level or second motorbike, with
the unmistakeable, agile Wunderlich GS, the winner will
be extremely well-equipped for all adventures possible.”
explains Frank Hoffmann, Managing Director of Wunderlich GmbH. “We’re also hoping to appeal to and inspire
our young customers, and also young people interested
in biking, with this lightweight motorbike. But we’re not
excluding anyone from the raffle!”
If you’d like to be in with a chance of winning the bike,
you can take part in the prize draw during INTERMOT at
the Wunderlich stand (B 19) in Hall 6. You must be at
least 18 years old to take part. The prize draw will take
place in the afternoon of Sunday, 7 October 2018, at the
exhibition stand and will be streamed live on Facebook.
The enduro will then be handed over at Wunderlich’s
premises in Sinzig.
INTERMOT will take place on the Kölnmesse trade fair
grounds from 3 to 7 October 2018.
Weblinks:
https://www.wunderlich.de/en/
http://www.intermot-cologne.com
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